
SMALL GROUP TOOLS 

This tool can use small groups. To access all ten-minute prep 
small group tools and accessories, please insert SG001 into 
the Main Search Bar or use for the following link - Small Group 
Ten Minute-Prep-Steps:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-
tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/
(You must be currently subscribed and logged into the 
Learning Connect website to access this link.)

TEACHER REFERENCE:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/


TEACHER REFERENCE: Poster Example
LISTING

GENERATOR 

QUESTION STATION

Workstation 

Number 1 

A Lesson Question requiring a listing of 

components, steps or processes for an 

answer -

(Examples of a Listing Question – Good 

Job Interview Skills, Qualities of Good 

Character, etc.)



Teacher Note:  This PowerPoint begins with an optional Self-
Starter to use at the beginning of class, while conducting 
classroom housekeeping  tasks, such as taking roll.

IF SELF-STARTER IS USED, please proceed to the Introductory 
slide.  Then, on step one, students may proceed to share and 
compare their results, in small groups, if applicable.  If not, 
proceed directly to the next slide in the presentation.

IF SELF-STARTER IS NOT USED, please proceed to the title 
slide and begin the lesson.

TEACHER REFERENCE: 
SELF – STARTER NOTE



As directed, BEFORE lecture or reading… individually,  

From your desk, please observe the large 
posters in each corner of the classroom 
awaiting response of additional components, 
steps or processes.   Each corner is called a 
Listing Generator Station. From your desk, 
please complete at least three responses for 
each station at this time.

STUDENT SELF-STARTER



Initial Listing Generator 
Lesson Guide



To access current knowledge, a Listing 
Generator allows participants, as directed, 
to generate a list of components, steps or 
processes as a response to the lesson-
related questions displayed within the 
classroom.

INTRODUCTION



Examples of a Listing Questions:
▪ Good Job Interview Skills
▪ Qualities of Good Character, etc.
▪ Skill Steps



As directed, BEFORE lecture or reading… individually,  

1. Please observe the large posters in each 
corner, called a Listing Generator Station. 
You need only to add one component, 
step or process to the list being 
generated. 

STEP ONE –
BEFORE GENERATOR TOUR



However, be prepared with at least three 
different responses for each station, due 
to the chance of answer duplication.  No 
writing at this time.  Just focus, read 
posters and think about prospective 
responses.   (Take a Three Minute Pause) 



As directed, BEFORE lecture or reading… individually,  

2. Each station is awaiting participants’ 
responses.  The result will be a list of 
components, steps or processes as a 
reply to the individual questions.

STEP TWO –
DURING GENERATOR TOUR



As directed from your instructor, either 
from your desk or during the poster 
tour, use the sticky notepads in front of 
you, to add to a listing response for each 
station.



(OPTIONAL)  If directed, for answers to 
remain anonymous to others or to note 
participation, you may be asked to 
complete a Passcode card. Use your 
Passcode as a signature for each of your 
responses.  This is at the discretion of 
the teacher.



Last, when adhering to the poster on 
the tour, the response should be placed 
in the proper sequence within the steps 
or process, if applicable. Return to your 
seat, when finished..



As directed, BEFORE lecture or reading… in a small group,  

3. To evaluate responses to a specific 
listing, participants will be assigned to a 
small group per station.  (If directed, 
small group leadership roles can be 
assigned using small group drawing 
cards.)

STEP THREE –
AFTER GENERATOR TOUR



For example, the Recorder will record 
the best list summary on a board or flip 
chart. The Timekeeper will ensure that 
the discussion and consensus building 
happens in a timely manner.  The 
Clarifier will listen for any confusing 
points. 



Each small group will assess the list of 
components, steps or processes.  Then, 
by discussion and consensus, the group 
will select best overall listing responses. 



As directed, a small group participant or 
Small Group Reporter from each station 
will share the group’s listing response, 
upon request.
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